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Salternas Ltd (Australia) Consultant in company and trade law with an hourly rate of EUR 80.- (2017 
until now). 

Dr. iur. Candidate Euro-
pean Merger Control Law 
in the Energy Sector 

Leuphana University Lüneburg (02/09/2014-09/11/2020) and Visiting Re-
searcher at the University of Dundee at the Centre for Energy, Petroleum and 
Mineral Law and Policy (CEPMLP)(04/2015-06/2015). 

Gesellschaft für Anlagen- 
und Reaktorsicherheit, 
Köln (GRS) 

Attorney at Law and Research Assistant partly in the Federal Ministry of the 
Environment, Nature Protection and Nuclear Safety, Division RS III 1 Law of 
Nuclear Supply and Waste Disposal and at the GRS (Aug. 2008 - July 2010). 

Consultant and Stagiaire Consultant in Administrative Lawyers’ offices in Munich (Prof. Guber and 
Hoffmann & Gress) and Stagiaire in the European Parliament (Nov. 2006 – 
June 2008). 

Ms. Edeltraut Töpfer, MP 
& Kreisverband Berlin – 
Mitte der CDU 

Research Associate and Campaigner for the Conservatives’ candidate for the 
2005 federal elections, Volker Liepelt, in the electoral district 76, the centre of 
Berlin (June – Nov. 2005). Co-ordinated and staged multiple canvassings on 
 Promotion of small and medium sized enterprises, on Transport and Environmental Affairs, 

on labour market reform and taxation. 

Federal Ministry of Trans-
port, Building and Hou-
sing, Berlin 

Consultant in Transport Policy Issues (Jan. 2004 – Jul. 2005). Manager of   
 a landmark reform bill on the, at first place, harmonisation but also acceleration and stabili-

sation of  large scale transport infrastructure development (BR-Drs. 363/05), i.e. federal wa-
terways, magnetic levitation trains, railways, motorways, airports, power lines, and gas pipe-
lines, e.g. in- and external co-ordination and public relations for a constitutional design con-
sistent with new EC-law. Represented the Ministry in negotiations even on higher levels of 
decision-making, and in parliamentary committees also as to competing bills. Project devel-
ops and implements international environmental law (UNECE Århus Convention, EC Di-
rectives on access to environmental information, public participation in decision-making and 
access to justice in environmental matters. Linked to German Renewable Energies Agency’s 
study on the proper integration of wind power into electricity transmission grids and to 
“AGENDA 2010” 

 the 3rd Amendment of the Transport Infrastructure Planning Acceleration Act of 21st Dec. 
2004 (Co-ordination as to a parliamentary initiative) 

 transport related aspects of a federal reform with a view to decentralise decision-making and 
to bundle regional legislative, administrative and financial competences 

 implementation of the Infrastructure Finance Company Foundation Act of 28 June 2003 & 
of PPP (Road Pricing). 

International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature & 
Natural Resources 
(IUCN), Gland, Switzer-
land 

Freelance Energy Consultant (Nov. – Dec. 2003). 
Examined on behalf of IUCN the international institutional framework to support renewable 
energies. Working Paper laid ground for IUCN’s Thematic Background Paper “International Insti-
tutional Arrangements“ for the International Conference for Renewable Energies, a WSSD-
Follow-Up-Event held in Bonn and organised by the Ministry of Economic Co-operation and 
Development backing an International Renewable Energy Agency. 

Professor Dr. Wälde, Dun-
dee, Scotland, UK 

Research Associate in International Energy Law (Sept. – Dec. 2003). 
Admitted to the “2nd Energy Law & Regulation Workshop”, hosted by the EUI, Florence, Italy 
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Juridical & Bar Exam Joint Assessment Office of the federal states Freie Hansestadt Bremen, Freie 
und Hansestadt Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein (22 May 2003). Passed with 
standard grade (“befriedigend”, 6.69 points, top 60%) and oral assessments with 
distinction (“gut” and “vollbefriedigend”, top 5-15%), e.g. in State & Admini-
stration. 

Juridical & Bar Train-
ing at the Han-
seatisches Oberlandes-
gericht Hamburg 

Qualification experience includes (1 Feb. 2001 – 22 May 2003): 
 Shell & DEA Oil GmbH, Hamburg, e.g. drafting and (preliminary) litigation 
 Finanzbehörde Hamburg (Ministry of the Exchequer), taxation 
 White & Case, Feddersen, LLP, EPR 
 Hamburgische Electricitäts-Werke AG, e.g. commercial and company law 
 Landgericht Hamburg (Regional Court), treasury 
 Staatsanwaltschaft Hamburg (Prosecution Services), business offences. 

Universität Hamburg, 
Fachbereich Rechtswis-
senschaften, & Univer-
sity of Dundee, Law 
Faculty 

Research Associate at the Seminar for Financial Regulation (Prof. Dr. Selmer, 
Sept. 2000 – Sept. 2001) and Student Assistant at the CEPMLP (Prof. Cameron, 
PhD, Oct. 1999 – Sept. 2000). Supervised, contributed to, or represented. 
 Undergraduate Courses in Administrative Law & Policing  
 Centre Annual Review (1999/2000)  
 Research Associates & Postgraduate Students. 

 Postgraduate studies for an LL.M. in European Energy & Natural Resources 
Law & Policy (1 Oct. 1999 – 30 August 2000). 
 LL.M. with distinction (top 5%, best candidate). “L. Gombos Prize” awarded. 
 Written Assessments in Micro- & Macro-Economics & Financial Appraisal Techniques. 

International Business Negotiations. 

Erste Juristische Staats-
prüfung (First Juridical 
Degree), Freie und 
Hansestadt Hamburg 

Juridical Assessment Office at the Hamburgisches Oberlandesgericht Hamburg. 
Passed with distinction (“vollbefriedigend”, 9.62 points, top 15%, which is 
equivalent to a Master’s, 11 May 1999), specialising in EPR Affairs, backed by a 
distinctive thesis and strong oral assessments (top 15% each). 

Undergraduate Studies at the Universität Hamburg, Freie Universität Berlin (1992 – 1998) with a focus 
on EC, Energy and Environmental Law, numerous seminars, English for legal 
studies at the University of Edinburgh, advanced assessments in Administrative 
Law, Civil Law and German Legal History, which I passed with distinction, and 
internships: 
 Seminar on restitution and compensation for war crimes under the 1949 Constitution of the 

Federal Republic of Germany (Prof. Dr. Bull, 1999), web publishing (1997) and interna-
tional trade (1997). 

 Internships at the Lübeck Chamber of Commerce (1997), Deutsche Bank Lübeck AG vor-
mals Handelsbank (1996), Bezirksamt Hamburg-Wandsbek (Legal, EPR, 1996) and Amts-
gericht Hamburg-Mitte (Property Leases, 1995). 

Diakonisches Werk Lü-
beck (Ecclesiastical) 

Community Service (Jul. 1991 – Sept. 1992). 
 

Thomas-Mann-Schule, 
(Grammar School), 
Languages, Hobbies & 
Licenses 

Abitur (A-Level), passed with “sehr gut” (top 5%) (Lübeck, 8 June 1991). 
 Great Latinum, admitted to Certamen Ciceronianum Arpinas, Arpino, Italy (1991) 
 English, fluent, written & spoken, IELTS 7.5 (Aberdeen, 1999) 
 French, “gut” (top 15%), language classes in France (CIEL, Nice, 1992), working knowledge 
 Jogging, Sailing, IT, Reading (International Political Economy, Human Rights, Drama) 
 Driving License (1992). 

 

 
Lübeck, 12 March 2021        
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P e r s o n a l  P r o f i l e  
 
 

Dr. iur. Henning Torsten Matthiesen   

LL.M. (Dist.) (CEPMLP, University of Dundee, Scotland, UK), Legal Consultant 
 
Mobile Phone 0049(0)1525         40 98 113 

 

Projects Environment, Planning & Regulatory 

 Reform bill on the harmonisation, acceleration, and stabilisation of transport infrastruc-
ture development (BR-Drs. 363/05). 

 3rd Amendment of the Transport Infrastructure Planning Acceleration Act of 21 De-
cember 2004 (BGBl. I S. 3644; BT-Drs. 15/4133). 

 Drafting so as to implement the Transport Infrastructure Finance Company Foundation 
Act of 28 June 2003 (BGBl. I S. 1050). 

 Assessed the present international institutional arrangements for the promotion of 
renewable energies on behalf of IUCN. Stocktaking for a Thematic Background Paper 
“International Institutional Arrangements” backing the concept of an International 
Renewable Energies Agency, discussed at the International Conference for Renewable 
Energies (“Renewables 2004”), held in Bonn and jointly organised by the Ministry of 
Economic Co-operation and development and a technical assistance agency (BMZ & 
GTZ). Key-Elements of the examination were inter alia GEF, CSD-9, JPOI, Type II 
Partnerships, JREC, UNCED, UNECE, UNESCAP, IBRD & International Finance 
Corporation. 
http://www.renewables2004.de/en/cd/tbp_09_inst_arrangements.htm 

Publications International Energy Law 

 BVerfG, Beschluss vom 12.11.08,  1 BvR 2456/06, Commentary, DVBl. 2009, p 642. 

 “Gas Storage and Competition Law” (Jun. 2006). 

 “The 3rd Phase of European Electricity Liberalisation” (Aug. 2003). 
http://www.gasandoil.com/ogel/ 

 “The Interplay between European Merger Control Law and the Liberalisation of Elec-
tricity and Gas Markets”(LL.M. Thesis, 2001, re-published in July 2003). 
http://www.gasandoil.com/ogel/ 

 “To what extent do gat take-or-pay contracts facilitate the development of infant gas 
markets [...]” (CEPMLP ANNUAL REVIEW, 2000). 
http://www.dundee.ac.uk/cepmlp/car/html/car4_art7.htm 

 Seminar Report “Converging European Energy Markets: How to Make it Happen”, 
(CEPMLP & CEPS, Brussels, 28-29 Sep. 2000). 
http://www.dundee.ac.uk/cepmlp/journal/html/vol7-9.html 

Sidelines White & Case, Feddersen, LLP, EPR-Affairs (Hamburg, 2002). 

 Chowanietz, Schmidt & Partner, Office & Seminar Co-ordinator (Hamburg, 1997-
1998). 

 Arthur D. Little International, Inc., Reception & Helpdesk (Berlin, 1993). 
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C e r t i f i c a t e s  
 

Henning Torsten Matthiesen  

LL.M. (CEPMLP, University of Dundee, Scotland, UK), Lawyer 
 

No. 1 Certificate of Dissertation cum laude from 09/11/2020 p 7 

No. 2 Certificate of Dissertation with the grade cum laude (2,2) from 09/11/2020 p 8 et 
seq. 

No. 3 Salternas Ltd, Interim Report of 30/07/2019 p 10 

No. 4 Leuphana University Lüneburg, Controversies in the Theory of Science 
(2017-2018). 

p 11 et 
seq. 

No. 5 Leuphana University Lüneburg, Controversies in the Theory of Science 
(2017-2018). 

p 13 et 
seq. 

No. 6 Leuphana University Lüneburg, Presentations in the Researach Colloquium 
on 13/10/2015. 

p 15 

No. 7 University of Dundee, Centre for Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and 
Policy, Visiting Researcher (2015). 

p 16 

No. 8 Leuphana University Lüneburg, Postgraduate Research Seminar (2015) 
PhD-Student European  Merger Control Law in the Energy Sector (2014-
2019). 

p 17 et 
seq. 

No. 9 GRS (2008-2010). p 19 et 
seq. 

No. 10 Admission to the Cologne Bar (2009). p 23 et 
seq. 

No. 11 European Parliament, EMAS-Coordination Team (2008). p 25 

No. 12 Hoffmann & Gress, Administrative Lawyers, Munich (2008). p 26 et 
seq. 

No. 13 Prof. Dr. Tillo Guber, Lawyer, Munich (2006-2007). p 26 et seq. 

No. 14 Edeltraut Töpfer, MP, Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany (2005). p 32 et 
seq. 

No. 15 CDU Kreisverband Berlin-Mitte (2005). p 34 et seq. 

No. 16 Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing, Berlin (2005). p 38 et seq. 

No. 17 Federal Ministry of the Interior, Berlin, European Law Seminar (2005). p 42 et 
seq. 

No. 18 IUCN, Gland, Switzerland (2003). p 44 

No. 19 Regional Court of Appeals Hamburg, Germany, Judicial&Bar Exam (2003). p 45 et 
seq. 

No. 20 Shell & DEA Oil GmbH, Hamburg (2003). p 47 et 
seq. 

No. 21 Ministry of the Exchequer, Hamburg (2002). p 49 et seq. 

No. 22 White & Case, Feddersen, LLP, Hamburg (2002). p 55 et seq. 

No. 23 Hamburgische Electricitäts-Werke AG (2001). p 61 et seq 

No. 24 Regional Court of Hamburg-Mitte (2001). p 63 et seq. 

No. 25 Prosecution Services Hamburg (2001). p 69 et seq. 

No. 26 Universität Hamburg (2000). p 75 et seq. 

No. 27 The Energy Law Education Trust, London, UK, L. Gombos Award (2000). p 79 

No. 28 University of Dundee, Scotland, UK, Master of Laws in European Energy & 
Natural Resources Law & Policy with Distinction (2000). 

p 80 

No. 29 Aberdeen Centre for English, Scotland, UK, International English Language 
Testing System: Academic Test (1999). 

p 81 
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No. 30 University of Dundee, Scotland, UK, Pre-Sessional Intensive English Lan-
guage Course (1999). 

p 82 

No. 31 Universität Hamburg, Germany, Constitutional Law Seminar (1999). p 83 et 
seq. 

No. 32 Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, First Law Degree (1999). p 85 et 
seq. 

No. 33 ELSA, Bremen, International Trade Law (1997). p 87 et 
seq. 

No. 34 Universität Hamburg, ZRVI, HTML-Workshop (1997). p 89 et 
seq. 

No. 35 Lübeck Chamber of Commerce, Legal & Finance, Internship (1997). p 91 et 
seq. 

No. 36 Deutsche Bank Lübeck AG, Legal, Internship (1996). p 93 et 
seq. 

No. 37 Hamburg, Local Government Hamburg-Wandsbek, Internship (1996). p 95 et 
seq. 

No. 38 Universität Hamburg, EPR (1996). p 97 et 
seq. 

No. 39 Universität Hamburg, Advanced Assessment in Administrative Law (1995). p 99 et 
seq. 

No. 40 University of Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, English for Legal Studies (1995). p 101 

No. 41-42 Freie Universität Berlin, Advanced Assessments in Civil Law and German 
Legal History (Prussian Code of 1794, 1994). 

p 101 et 
seq. 

No. 43 Arthur D. Little International, Inc., Reception & Helpdesk (1993). p 104 et 
seq. 

No. 44 Thomas-Mann-Schule, Lübeck, A-levels (1991). p 106 et 

seq. 

No. 45 Liceo Ginnasio Statale “Tulliano”, Certamen Ciceronianum Arpinas (1991). p 114 et 
seq. 
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Certificate 
For 

Henning Matthiesen, 
Born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf 

 
From Mr. Henning Matthiesen, the dissertation with the topic 
 
The Interplay between European Merger Control Law and the Liberalisation of European Electricity, 
Natural Gas and Petroleum Markets 
 
Was submitted. 
 
The primary expert Prof. Dr. Jörg Philipp Terhechte assessed the dissertation with cum laude (2,5) 
(good), the secondary expert Prof. Dr. Thomas Schomerus assessed the dissertation with cum laude (2,2) 
(good) and the tertiary expert Prof. Dr. Thomas Wein assessed the dissertation with cum laude (2,0) 
(good).  
 
Mr. Matthiesen has passed the oral doctorate assessment on the 09/11/2020 with the grade 
 

Cum laude (2,2) (good). 
 

The overall result of the doctorate procedure is 
 

Cum laude (2,2) (good). 
 

Lüneburg, 25/11/2020      Prof. Dr. Niemeyer 
             Dean Faculty of Economics 
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English Translation 
Leuphana University of Lüneburg Graduate School 

 
Certificate of Attention Modules PhD-studies 

 
Matthiesen, Henning, matriculation number 3025597 

 
Successful participation in the module introduction into scientific practice and ethics, Prof. Dr. Oer-
mann.
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English Translation 
Leuphana University of Lüneburg Graduate School 

 
Certificate of Attention Modules PhD-studies 

 
Matthiesen, Henning, matriculation number 3025597 

 
Successful participation in the module Theory of Science, Controversies in the Theory of Science, lec-
turer Univ.-Prof. Dr. Thomas Saretzki. 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate  

 

Henning Matthiesen, matriculation no. 3025597, has participated in the following postgraduate research 
seminar of his PhD studies. 
 
Winter-Semester: 2014/2015 
 
Module: Research methodology 
 
Title: Methodology and Practice of scientific work 
 
Lecturer: Dr. Klaus Schleicher 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen, born 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf, was since 01/08/2008 till 31/07/2010 en-
gaged as scientific consultant in the section Central Services, section personnel and law of the Limited for 
installations and reactor safety (GRS) mbH in Cologne. 
 
The GRS is a charitable technical-scientific expert witness organisation. The focus is nuclear security and 
nuclear waste disposal. 
 
His activity organised Mr. Matthiesen at first until the 11/01/2009 in the framework as judicial expert 
witness in the ministry of the environment, nature protection and nuclear safety (BMU) in the section 
"Law of nuclear supply and recovery" in Bonn. 
 
His area of interest was in the main 

 the consultancy of the BMU in the area of nuclear law, especially in combination 
 

 with the closure of Asse II 
 with the finance of the waste disposal Schacht Konrad 
 with the disposability of nuclear allowances 

 
 with answering questions in the area of economic law 
 with the development of legal databases in the area of nuclear law 
 with the creation of legal opinions 
 with the participation of hearings with sub-contractors. 

 
To this belonged the legal opinion of questions in the area of surveillance of the BMU over subordinated 
authorities and the Länder (countries) as to the enforcement of nuclear law. 
 
Besides the nuclear law Mr. Matthiesen executed especially European Union law, administrative law, en-
vironmental law and constitutional law. 
 
In the course of execution of his tasks Mr. Matthiesen demonstrated great engagement and the ability to 
familiarise with new tasks. 
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Mr. Matthiesen commands extraordinary legal knowledge. He managed the assigned tasks autonomously. 
His conduct as to the line manager and colleagues was always correct. 
 
The limited time engagement ended on 31/07/2010. 
 
With regret as to his retirement we thank Mr. Matthiesen for the good cooperation and wish him all the 
best on his future occupational history. 
 
Cologne, 01/08/2010 
GRS 
 
Steinhauer              Fillbrandt 
 
CEO (Geschäftsführer)          Head branch for personnel and law
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English Translation 
Admission to the Cologne Bar 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen 
born on 09/06/1972 
is admitted to the Cologne Bar as a barrister. 
 
Cologne, 12/05/2009 
 
Dr. van Bühren 
President 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate Legal Consultancy 
 
Mr. Matthiesen, Jägerwirtsgasse 11, 85354 Freising was occupied in the period of 01/02/2008 till 
31/03/2008 as freelance member of the partnership Hoffmann & Greß. 
 
The focus of the assigned tasks was a brochure on the law of transport planning with all the 
planning elements from the federal transport plan (Bundesverkehrswegeplan) to the legal tool to 
admit the transport infrastructure (Planfeststellung). Moreover, Mr. Matthiesen drafted a publica-
tion on the application of European public procurement law as to the procurement of town plan-
ning contracts in front of the ECJ or domestic courts. Hence, he drafted comments on town 
planning administrative procedures especially as to rights of neighbors, storey propers, integra-
tions of buildings in the non-planned inner area. He took inspection of the files by the Munich 
local building commission as to the spacing of buildings. In a border dispute, he took inspection 
of the files at the administrative court of Munich. He revised a chapter of an energy industry pub-
lication on the requirement approval under the Federal Immission Protection law and added the 
rights of participation of environment protection associations. Additionally, he prepared a state-
ment of the acceptor of contributions in form of institutional facilitation in terms of the state 
budget law. Furthermore, he commented on the admissibility of commercial collections under 
the Federal waste disposal law (KrW-/AbfG)  
 
 
Mr. Matthiesen has a good knowledge of administrative law. 
 
I wish Mr. Matthiesen all the best for his occupational and private career. 
 
Munich, 02/04/2008
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English Translation 
 
 

Certificate 
Mr. Assessor Henning Matthiesen, living in Jägerwirtsgasse 11, 85354 Freising, participated in the 
period from 16/10/2006 until 15/01/2007 in a legal internship in my practice, a special practice 
in administrative law, of which the focus is for more than 15 years the application of public envi-
ronmental, public planning and public building law. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen primarily dealt with environmental and planning law, which he managed autono-
mously in the area of the attributed tasks. He composed a writ in a factually and legally complex 
action dealing with the interdiction of a non requiring approval fire-installation in terms of the 
federal anti immission law (BImSchG).  
 
Mr. Matthiesen took part in the consultancy of a bus enterprise in terms of the person transport 
law which after the cancellation of a joint traffic did have the option of the winding up of the 
operation solely, or the option to revive the cooperation or to be acquired by the former partner. 
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Moreover, he took part in a legal hearing in one social-administrative legal action (medicinal re-
habilitation in terms of SGB VI). He entered into the inspection of files of the local building 
commission of the capital Munich in a building administrative law mandate. It dealt with fire pro-
tection for a six-storey building as a result of the fire check (Feuerbeschau). 
 
He has autonomously demonstrated the facts, primarily via hearings with clients and expert wit-
nesses by means of exchanges on complex legal and factual questions. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen, who proved to have upper average legal knowledge, works extremely engaged 
and concentrated. He executes the attributed mandate quick and well founded. In the hearings of 
falls he supports constructive and foregoing discussion contributions. His legal drafts could be 
used continuously. He is suitable for every judicial engagement and especially for barristers' du-
ties.  
 
Mr. Matthiesen had a good conduct with my other assistants. 
 
I wish Mr. Matthiesen for his labour career all the best. 
 
Prof. Dr. Guber 
attorney at law with a focus on administrative law 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen, born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf, living in Usedomer Straße 12A, 
13355 Berlin, was occupied in my office from 01/08/2005 until 31/10/2005 as scientific con-
sultant. 
 
He was competent in combination with my other scientific consultants for the compilation of 
materials and flyers with a focus on environmental themes and the press analysis. He accompa-
nied me on various canvassings. Building on his engagement for the Ministry of transport, build-
ing and housing he was a consistently competent and imaginative Consultant. He supported my 
political work with great engagement and competence. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen distinguishes oneself with his friendly character. His tasks were completed, 
autonomously or in the team with great dependability and creativeness. He executed the assigned 
tasks continously to my outmost satisfaction. 
 
I wish Mr. Matthiesen for his future career success and all the best. 
 
Berlin, 31/10/2005 
Edeltraut Töpfer 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen, born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf, was occupied from 01/08/2005 till 
30/09/2005 in my election office for the constituency 76 (Berlin central) as an scientific consult-
ant. He was assigned to Thorsten Reschke, head of electoral office. Simultaneously, he executed 
tasks for the Kreisverband Berlin-Mitte of the christian democrats. 
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The focus of assigned tasks was the election office's support as to strategic, conceptual and logis-
tic regard and to implement the solution concepts in cooperation with many supporters out of 
the "teAM Zukunft" with a view to win the 16. Bundestags election on 18/09/2005 and to im-
plement the political change. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen had introduced the assigned and self-acquired tasks to my outmost satisfaction 
and distinctive loyalty, even as to attendants of the electoral team. This applies as to conceptions 
and supply of electoral documents and serial letters and the organisation of electoral canvassings 
both under strict timely, logistic and budgetary allowances. 
 
Of utmost value was his ability to adjust oneself to negotiation partners with a view to implement 
electoral tactical needs and to serve external competence and to improvise on short notice. With 
a focus are engagement and motivation, also as to members of the teAM Zukunft. After that one 
can trace beck to the part of the first vote extended the second vote by more than 4 %points. 
 
The personal collaboration with Mr. Matthiesen was extremely comfortable. 
 
I thank Mr. Matthiesen for the dedicated collaboration and wish him all the best for his occupa-
tional, private and political career. 
 
on behalf 
Volker Liepelt, Staatssekretär a.D. 
Vice Kreisvorsitzender of the Christian Democrats Berlin Mitte 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
 

Berlin, 29/07/2005 
 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen, born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf, was occupied from 01/01/2004 
until 31/07/2005 as consultant in the course of a limited period engagement. He was assigned to 
section A 10 transport policy issues, regular policies issues, cross political statements; Länder 
ministry conference of the policy issues division. 
 
Focus of the assigned tasks was the elaboration of a landmark bill for the simplification and ac-
celeration of planning provisions for infrastructure development until the cabinet order meeting 
of 11/05/2005. He coordinated the transport related contribution towards the work of the feder-
alism reform commission and supported the agency agreement of the transport infrastructure 
finance Ltd. (VIF) owing to VIFG (BGBl. I S. 1050). Mr. Matthiesen was also a consultant of 
cross transport mode legal questions. 
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Mr. Matthiesen executed the assigned tasks with engagement and good factual competence con-
sistent with our satisfaction. Here with he could rely on good juridical factual knowledge and 
could from the beginning propose independent solutions. and could independently reconcile the 
proposals with the legal sections of the BMVBW for inland waterways, trains, aviation.  
 
Mr. Matthiesen worked thoroughly and credibly, founded his factual verdict and saw the overrid-
ing objectives. This was applicable for the international, European and German environment and 
planning law, in which he intensifies his factual knowledge up to the details. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen deployed up to the great deal. This is especially true for the project of planning 
facilitation, which dominated the assigned tasks. His engagement and personal operational readi-
ness was above average. His work was coined by superb personal identification with the theme. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen was polite, his conduct as to line-managers and as to colleagues was flawless. Ow-
ing to his friendly character was Mr. Matthiesen immediately integrated in the section A 10. 
 
We thank Mr.  Matthiesen for the consultancy and wish him all the best for his occupational and 
private career. 
 
On behalf, 
 
Peter Lüttjohann 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate of attendance 
 

 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen, Federal Ministry of transport, building and housing (BMVBW) 
 
did participate in the hearing "The EU - institutions, legal order and the internal market - basic 
seminar - 
EU 110.01/05 
from 17/01/2005 until 19/01/2005. 
 
Berlin, 19/01/2005 
on behalf 
Sachtleben  
 
(seminar leader) 
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English Translation 
 

Common assessment authority 
of the Länder Bremen, Hamburg and Schleswig Holstein for the great juridical state examination 

 
Certificate 

 
Mr. Henning Torsten Matthiesen, born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf has passed the great juridi-
cal state examination on 22/05/2003 satisfactory (befriedigend)(6,69 points). 
 
Hamburg, 22/05/2003 
The president 
on behalf 
 
Ziemann 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
Mr. pupil barrister Henning Matthiesen was assigned to the Shell & DEA Oil GmbH in the pe-
riod from 21/12/2012 until 20/04/2003 for the completion of the electoral traineeship. 
 
 
Mr. Matthiesen was assigned to several legal counsels of the legal department, who are involved 
in to diverse departments regarding the training. Mr. Matthiesen seized the opportunity to get an 
insight in the daily routine of an mineral oil economic undertaking. 
 
The procedures contained problems of various legal areas with a focus on environment law (pub-
lic building law, environment law, commercial law). Mr. Matthiesen drafted inter alia legal plead-
ings in court actions, administrative objections and wrote surveys and prepared internal and ex-
ternal correspondence. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen executed the assigned work thoroughly, credibly and correct. The style of his 
written writs and of his oral recital was clear and convincing. The labour results of Mr. Matthi-
esen could be assumed in the practise. His ability has to be highlighted to develop judicial accept-
able solutions even if the juridical question was unfamiliar.  
 
Mr. Matthiesen is a venturous and able to work under pressure lawyer. He has a good command 
in the general legal themes and has a secure judicial orientation. Moreover, he showed his readi-
ness, to realize economic and political issues and to balance conflicting interests. 
 
The cooperation with Mr. Matthiesen was always comfortable. He acts friendly and cooperative 
as to his co-consultances. He is free and liberal as to line-managers. 
 
As a result, the judgement of "good (13 Points)" is applicable even if one accepts the strong 
benchmark in our house.  
 
 
Hamburg, 28/04/2003 
 
Shell & DEA Oil GmbH 
Legal department 
 
 
on behalf 
 
 
Mitas
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English Translation 
 

Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg 
Ministry of the Exchequer 

 
Certificate 

of the pupil barrister 
unit Ministry of the exchequer - taxation department - 
line manager: Regierungsdirektor Puff 
time of engagement 02/05/2002 until 30/09/2002 
 
The following appointments are applicable: 
Pursuant to § 43 JAO has to be issued a certificate for every apprenticeship training position and 
the performance of the pupil barrister. His ability to practical legal application has to be demon-
strated. In the certificate has to be assessed the overall performance of the pupil barrister by 
means of a grade. The following grades are available (§§ 14, 43 JAO in combination with the Or-
dinance of 03/12/81 (BGBl. I, S. 1243): 
 
very good (16-18 points)   -  an extremely good performance 
 
good (13-15 points)     - a performance extremely above the average 
 
upper satisfactory (10-12 points) - a performance above the average 
 
satisfactory (07-09 points)   - an average performance  
 
adequate (04-06 points)    - an average performance even if has to be imperfect 
 
deficient (01-03 points)    - a deficient performance, overall not more suitable 
 
unsatisfactory (0 points)    - a completely defective performance 
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Mr. pupil barrister Henning Matthiesen was assigned in the abovementioned period to the educa-
tion. Mr. Matthiesen took his vacation at the end of the traineeship from 26/08/2002 till 
30/09/2002. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen has gained in the course of his education an overall overview of the general legal 
questions, taxation and communal taxes of the department 51 of the highest country financial 
authority of Hamburg. 
 
He took part in hearings, made legal statements and issued a lecture of the elevation of a higher 
dog tax for combating dog and composed a collection of verdicts as to the tax advisor assess-
ment. Whereas the aforementioned statements contained of legal tax revenues Mr. Matthiesen 
was asked to compose his demonstrations in the verdict style in the interest of usability. 
 
Inter alia Mr. Matthiesen received the following tasks: 

 the assessment of the question, whether a concrete contract sustains the requirements, as 
to which § 46 IV 2 AO allows the claim for a tax reduction to be acquired businesslike. 

 
   Mr. Matthiesen  has edited the topic profoundly and proposed suggestions, how a legal 
   contract should like. 
   Assessment: 11 Points 

 the comment on the homogeneity and on the grade of gamble machines tax and a poten-
tial "pool tax" dignifies the legislative competence of the Länder (countries) for the pool 
tax and the gamble machine tax and  the heterogeneity of both taxes under the focal 
point of strangulation. 

  Mr. Matthiesen negated under demonstration of all relevant aspects a barrier effect of the 
  federal law to the detriment of the competence of the Länder (countries) in terms of   
  Art. 105 II , 72 II GG. and affirmed a strangulation by cumulative application of both taxes 
  in their present form on gambles in the principal. 
 
  Assessment: 13 Points 
 
 

 the collaboration in the drafting a bill to the amendment of § 370a AO, especially in the 
conciliation proceedings. On short notice were comments due as to the questions, if 
commercial tax evasion remains a crime, a minor case shall be introduced and a non-
sanction report to the tax authorities of false or incomplete tax declaration becomes 
available. 
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Mr. Matthiesen could introduce hereby in commentaries his well founded criminal law knowl-
edge. His application draft was not introduced in the proceedings, was albeit near to the conci-
cliation proceedings result. 
 
  Assessment: 13 Points 
  
Mr. Matthiesen has had at the beginning of the internship only modest experiences in taxation 
law but his well founded judicial knowledge and his rapid apprehension allowed him to enter 
taxation problems on short notice and to perform pertinent contributions. 
 
 
Owing to his rapid course of work has the pupil barrister received a large number of tasks, which 
he had drafted on short notice with compelling results. The compositions excel through diverse 
proof of court actions and literature and contained a representation of the given problems. 
Hence, Mr. Matthiesen was sometimes asked to provide for short summaries in the interest of 
practical usability. All the documents were well structured and served - insofar of the adaptation 
is supplied - in the practice as well founded help to decision.  
 
In hearings, Mr. Matthiesen convinced by virtue of competence and well reasoned arguments. He 
contested the ability to address complex legal issues. Support from tertiary units and dissenting 
votes were well addressed and used to implement in his own legal reasoning. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen showed great interest in the structure of taxation law and its practical implemen-
tation. He took part in the pupil barrister working group of the Oberfinanzdirektion every two 
weeks and got to know the practical work of the Finanzamt Wandsbek for two days. He took 
part in the work of the tax fraud investigation (Steuerfahndung) and accompanied a legal consult-
ant in front of the Finance Court of Hamburg (Finanzgericht Hamburg) in numerous proceed-
ings. 
 
The daily routine with Mr. Matthiesen was distinctive due to his friendly character. 
 
The overall performance of the pupil barrier is assessed as 

13 Points (gut). 
 
Puff
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English Translation 
26/08/2002 
 

Certificate 
 
Pupil Barrister Henning Matthiesen, LL.M., Schleswiger Damm 223, 22547 Hamburg served his 
barrister period in our house from 01/01/2012 till 30/04/2012. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen was primarily active in the area of public law, especially in environmental and 
planning law, but also in cartel law and criminal law. 
 
The activity of Mr. Matthiesen was diverse and composed the creation of comments, the co-
operation as to short and long surveys and the autonomous adaptation of public and civil cases, 
the participation in clients' hearings, the preparation of a lecture, the survey of a criminal tax law 
court action and the self-dependent perception of court actions. 
 
The following work pieces of Mr. Matthiesen are distinctive: 
 
Under the file number H020062 Mr. Matthiesen commented on the question which preferences 
are to be sustained as a pre-requisite for a plan area subordinance with a view to implement a 
development freeze in terms of § 9 a I FStrG with the objective to prevent the creation of a 
windmill park. 
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The pupil barrister commented on the pre-requisite of the issuance of a plan area ordinance, es-
pecially with the objective of security of a plan of a federal motorway, the timely aspects of such 
an ordinance and the constitutional law  owing to the principle of prohibition of disproportionate 
measures. 
 
Under our file number H013568 were the defence and recovery assessed as to a absolution ad-
ministrative deed which the Freie and Hansestadt Hamburg issued to the benefit of third parties. 
Mr. Matthiesen evaluated in a commentary the benefits and legal risks as to a tertiary action for 
rescission against the administrative deed and of a writ of mandamus court action as to the 
issuance of an administrative deed in terms of a subsidy. He drafted that both options contain 
severe legal risks. At last, however, the writ of mandamus action is preferable wrote the pupil 
barrister. 
 
Under our file number H010029 were the client's rights to be assessed in the area of isuance of 
UMTS-licenses, whether the client could register an interest damage owing to the differentiated 
application of payments duties during the award procedure. In a profound comment he gave on 
his opinion on a breach of duty inter alia as to the lawful  delivery and the potential recourse on 
lawful alternative conduct. 
 
Under our file number H002082 took the pupil barrister part in a court action in front of the 
local court (Amtsgericht) Grevesmühlen. In the gathering of evidence it was to clear whether a 
contract for the collection of containers were concluded. In the end, a comparison was enacted 
concluding all claims of the parties. 
 
Under our file number H90671 the partnership is mandated, to accompany the administrative 
deed for the erection of a 200 km long gas pipeline. In the course of legal amendments it was no 
longer suitable to initiate a regional planning procedure but also required an administrative deed 
for the legalisation (Planfeststellungsbeschluss) in combination with nature law single deeds. 
  
Hereby, the question was raised how the knowledge gathered in the regional planning procedure 
could be used in combination with the environment planning procedure for the deed for the le-
galisation. 
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Hence, it was necessary to develop a strategy, how to assure the outmost flexibility for the client 
in the course of the ongoing planning procedure in combination with the principle of legal cer-
tainty. Mr. Matthiesen took part in hearings and commented on difficult questions of the plan 
approval order law with a focus on the assessment of alternatives. 
 
Under our file H020992 we were consulted by an American consultancy to create a checklist of 
the essential German Environment, Health and Safety Provisions. In the course of this mandate 
the superb knowledge of English was extremely valuable, because all documents were to be 
drafted in English. The results could Mr. Matthiesen represent in telephone conferences. 
 
The abovementioned works could only mirror a part of the engagement of Mr. Matthiesen. As he 
was primarily dealing with public law, he benefited from his good command of public law. He 
has good knowledge inter alia in public law. Good command of written and oral English has to 
be testified. Mr. Matthiesen was ready to act and was very productive. 
 
The contact with colleagues and clients was very close and his behavior was excellent. 
 
Taking as a basis of our severe level of assessment we evaluate his performance as 
 
 

" upper satisfactory " (11 Points) 
 
Dr. Martin Hoffmann
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English Translation 
 
 

HEW 
 
 
Trainee Lawyer:            Henning Matthiesen 
 
Point of education           HEW AG 
 
Line Manager             Barrister Karsten Luckow 
 
Time of Engagement           17/09/2001 until 31/12/2001 
 
Mr. pupil barrister Henning Matthiesen completed in the period from 17/09/2001 until 
31/12/2001 the traineeship of disposal and was addressed to me as to the education. Hereby, 
many judicial problems primarily in the area of energy and administrative law were provided. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen showed great interest in every task. Even in completely new legal areas he en-
gaged to outmost performance. He has solved all assigned cases with more than average applica-
tion and great skill. His task was primarily the composition of commentaries, which he compiled 
with great in debt manner in the given legal problems. If his works required minor amendments, 
it was owing to a more scientific diction. This is owing to the missing routine of the pupil barris-
ter. To be distinctive is a comment on their rights of participants in a case dealing with the in-
spection of files and a commentary on the constitutionality of the Schleswig-Holstein surface 
water tax. Moreover, Mr. Matthiesen composed works on renewable energies, power-heat-
hyphenation, concession tax, waste law, public building law and share law. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen has a great command of legal issues and an efficient functioning; both enables 
him to solve every legal problem. He has a good judicial understanding. His particular ability al-
lowed him to being entrusted with every legal task. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen inserted very good in our undertaking and was through his interest in the work an 
extremely comfortable working colleague. 
 
I assess his works accordingly with the grade performance above the average with distinction 
(upper satisfactory "vollbefriedigend" 11 Points). 
 
Hamburg, 07/01/2012        (Karsten Luckow, attorney at law) 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
 
 
for the pupil barrister    Henning Matthiesen 
court          Landgericht Hamburg, Chamber 3 
line manager       Judge at Landgericht Hamburg Mrs. Pätsch 
 
 
The following appointments are described: 
 
Pursuant to § 43 JAO has to be issued a certificate on the contents of the legal education and 
over the performances of the pupil barrister. The certificate must relate to his ability as to the 
practical legal application, as to his assessment of the legal context and to determine legal circum-
stances on the basis of factual and judicial elements.  
 
In this certificate, the overall performance of the pupil barrister has to be measured with points 
and the adjacent note. 
 
The following grades are applicable (§§ 14, 43 JAO in combination with the ordinance on the 
grades for the first and second juridical exam from 03/12/1981, BGBl. I, S. 1243): 
 
very good (16-18 points)   -  an extremely good performance 
 
good (13-15 points)     - a performance extremely above the average 
 
upper satisfactory (10-12 points) - a performance above the average 
 
satisfactory (07-09 points)   - an average performance  
  
adequate (04-06 points)    - an average performance even if has to be imperfect 
 
deficient (01-03 points)    - a deficient performance, overall not more suitable 
 
unsatisfactory (0 points)    - a completely defective performance 
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Certificate 
 
The pupil barrister Henning Matthiesen was in my education from 16/05/2001 until 
15/09/2001. From 09/07/2001 till 20/11/2001 he was in vacation. 
 
During his education, Mr. Matthiesen lectured on many files before the chamber (eg. the proce-
dures 303 O 167/01; 303 S. 11/01, 303 O 205/01, 303 O 212/01, 303 O 176/01 and 303 O 
132/01), composed 3 verdicts (303 0 25/99, 303 O 25/99 and 303 O 82/01) and three decisions 
in legal aid proceedings (303 O 291/01, 303 O 129/01 and 303 O 192/01). Moreover, he took 
part in the sessions of the chamber and the related preparations and managed the "Dekretur" on 
one day. He was very interested in the juridical work and was engaged to get to know the work-
load of the consultants in the branch office. 
 
At the beginning of his education it was clear that Mr. Matthiesen was not used to extract the 
relevant legal matter out of the files of the parties. Especially by the case file lectures he tented to 
exacerbate the whole file and has not reduced the lecture to the relevant legal issues. In the 
course of his education Mr. Matthiesen succeeded on the reduction of the relevant circumstances, 
so that a listener could understand the file even if he has not read it. A positive development was 
really visible. To be assessed has the fact that the special competence of the chamber contains 
difficult circumstances and legal issues. He did not only get familiar with the lecture techniques 
but also in unknown legal areas like revocatory action and mediciner's liability. He performed in 
this areas thoroughly and with interest. 
 
In the drafting of written works - judgements and decisions - had Mr. Matthiesen less problems 
with the judgement style while engaging a specified commitment. 
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As to the contents of the draft proposals Mr. Matthiesen provided for arguable drafts, even if the 
chamber did not implement it into its decisions. Mr. Matthiesen defended his drafts well, but was 
also open to constructive criticism. His drafts are based on good legal knowledge which were 
shown in personal hearings of the case. Based on this knowledge he could develop legal solution 
even if he did not know the base in the civil court action law. 
 
During the legal reasoning ("Dekretur") Mr. Matthiesen showed great understanding for the la-
bour courses and provided for the interim decisions after the oral hearing of a case. 
 
To sum up I assess the performance of Mr. Matthiesen with 

 
upper satisfactory (10 Points). 

 
29/10/2001  
 
Pätsch 
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English Translation 
 

Certificate 
for the pupil barrister Henning Matthiesen 
place of education   Prosecution Service Hamburg 
line manager    Staatsanwalt Graue 
time of duty    01/02/2001 until 15/05/2001 
        Extraordinary vacation from 08/05/2001 until 11/05/2001 
 
The following appointments are described: 
 
Pursuant to § 43 JAO has to be issued a certificate on the contents of the legal education and 
over the performances of the pupil barrister. The certificate must relate to his ability as to the 
practical legal application, as to his assessment of the legal context and to determine legal circum-
stances on the basis of factual and judicial elements.  
 
In this certificate, the overall performance of the pupil barrister has to be measured with points 
and the adjacent note. 
 
The following grades are applicable (§§ 14, 43 JAO in combination with the ordinance on the 
grades for the first and second juridical exam from 03/12/1981, BGBl. I, S. 1243): 
 
very good (16-18 points)   -  an extremely good performance 
 
good (13-15 points)     - a performance extremely above the average 
 
upper satisfactory (10-12 points) - a performance above the average 
 
satisfactory (07-09 points)   - an average performance  
 
adequate (04-06 points)    - an average performance even if has to be imperfect 
 
deficient (01-03 points)    - a deficient performance, overall not more suitable 
 
unsatisfactory (0 points)    - a completely defective performance 
 
Mr. pupil barrister Matthiesen was educated in a section of the Hamburg prosecution service, 
which deals with the pursuit of general economic delinquency. Moreover, he took part in the 
section of the prosecution service that deals with general delinquency. He was made familiar with 
all the files which are addressed in the service. He was given the opportunity to write indictments, 
files for the stop of prosecution orders and search orders. He took part in the daily routine 
("Dekretur") and lectured files. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen collaborated from the beginning with interest as to the prosecution services tasks. 
He has an average knowledge in material crime law and criminal proceedings law, which he could 
apply and broaden during the education. 
 
He completed the assigned tasks with engagement. He has a good comprehension, so that he not 
only applied the provision technique but also the formal requirements for the indictment and to 
implement the learned technique into practice. Mr. Matthiesen is able to formulate shortly and 
precisely.  
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He commands a superb judicial comprehension and demonstrated sense for equitable and practi-
cal solutions. The indictments could be used in part with minor amendments. The cessation ad-
ministrative deeds were well reasoned and practical. 
 
Mr. Matthiesen accompanied me into main hearings. He could deliver the final lecture from the 
beginning. He was well prepared. In his final lecture he evaluated the facts not only from the 
factual but also from the legal point of view. The applications were adequate. In various hearings 
before the criminal judge he took charge the tasks of a prosecutor. His claims reflected the fac-
tual and legal situation, so that these could be used by the criminal court. 
 
He has inter alia worked on the following proceedings:  
 
5602 Js 534/99 
 
In this proceeding in the initial period of education of the pupil barrister an indictment to the 
criminal judge was to be produced owing to an infringement against the author law (§§ 106, 108 a 
UrhG). The file was confusing with a large variety of infringements so that it was difficult to de-
fine the prosecution sentence. The draft indictment was useable pursuant to amendments, it was 
missing the aspect of commercial nature. 
 
Appraisal: Satisfactory (8 Points) 
 
3404 Js 55/01 
 
Contents of the proceeding was an indictment for the county court (Schöffengericht) owing to 
collaborative robbery. The focus of the work was the overview over the circumstances, the attri-
bution of the factual contribution as to the defendant and the evaluation of the consideration of 
evidence. Hence, the assignment of illegal conduct was denotative (robbery - extortionate 
robbery). The draft could be used in part; however, the indictment statement missed to address a 
coercion. The draft indictment contained some not necessary elements. During the consideration 
of evidence were unnecessary elements drafted whereas some important elements were missing 
(the ratio of admission of the defendant by the witnesses). 
 
Appraisal: adequate (6 points) 
 
5602 Js 215/99 
 
In this procedure at the end of the education period of the pupil barrister was an indictment pro-
duced to the criminal judge owing to insolvency delicts and to betrayal of confidence. The diffi-
cultly of this procedure existed in the upper complex circumstances with a large number of  
criminal charges. Mr. Matthiesen produced a realizable draft indictment plus a comprehensive 
comment as to the legal reasoning. Moreover, he produced a cessation judicial deed owing to 
§ 170 II StPO which was too short and did not reflect as to the missing proof of the criminal 
charge (§ 266 StGB). 
 
Appraisal: upper satisfactory (10 Points)  
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The personal conduct with Mr. Matthiesen was very comfortable owing to his friendly character. 
 
The overall performance is assigned with 
 
satisfactory (8 Points).   
 
Hamburg, 06/06/2001 
 
Graue 
Prosecutor 
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English Translation 
 
 
Among the Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg (employer) and Mr. Henning Matthiesen (employee) 
the following labour contract is concluded: 
 

§ 1 
 

Mr. Matthiesen is engaged from 01/09/2000 as not completely occupied employee - scientific 
employee owing to § 23, § 24 III HmbHG and § 57 b II Nr. 1 HRG with the half of the average 
regular weekly workload pursuant to § 57 c HRG and moreover pursuant to SR 2 y BAT as 
timely employee for the time until 31/08/2003 or as to the cessation of additional business ap-
proval through the higher regional court. 
 

§ 2 
 
The employment is governed by the BAT and the related tariffs. The limited time period is gov-
erned by the HRG. Moreover, the tariffs for employers are applicable. Resigned tariffs are not 
available. 

§ 3 
The probation period ends - notwithstanding the § 5 S. 2 BAT - after 6 months. In the first 
month the employment can be resigned within 1 week, hence with a period of 2 weeks till the 
end of the month.  
 
 

§ 4 
The employee is grouped pursuant annex II a of the annex 1 a of BAT. 
 

§ 5 
The following side letter is applicable: 
1. Main contents of the employment are scientific services owing to §§ 23 , 24 III HmbHG, 
which serve the education of the scientific young academics. A non-allowance is not available (§ 
52 c II HRG). The employee is allowed to use the installations of the Universität Hamburg and 
use the results owing to his work. 
 
2. The duration of the employment is governed by the PhD-function of the employment. 
 
3. The compensation is half of the full time employment, even if the employee is longer in his 
office. 
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English Translation 
 
 
Universität Hamburg 
 
Law faculty 
Administration 
 
To the members and vice members of the budget and planning committee 
 
Dear Sir or Madame, 
The faculty board has voted on 08/11/2010 the following members 
 
 
Prof. Dr. Keller 
Henning Matthiesen (as 2nd vize member). 
 
 
Best regards 
 
K. Bury
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English Translation 
University Hamburg 
Law faculty 
 
Seminar for administrative studies of the Universität Hamburg, Schlüterstraße 28, 20146 Hamburg 
 

Seminar Certificate 
 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen 
has in the summer semester 1999 successfully participated in the constitutional law seminar and wrote a 
research paper with the grade "upper satisfactory" (vollbefriedigend, 10 points) with the topic .  
Rehabilitation and compensation of NS-crimes". 
 
 
Hamburg, 16/08/1999           Prof. Dr. Hans Peter Bull 
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English Translation 
 
 
Judicial assessment office  
by the hanseatic Upper Country Court 
 
 
Certificate  
 
 
Mr. Henning Torsten Matthiesen 
born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf 
 
has on 11/05/1999 passed in Hamburg in front of the Judicial assessment office the first juridical exami-
nation with the grade "upper satisfactory" (9,62 points). 
 
 
Hamburg, 11/05/1999 
 
The president 
l 
on behalf 
 
 
Prof. Dr. Köhler
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English Translation 
 
The European Law Students' Association 
 
EL§A Bremen e.V. 
 

Certificate of attendance 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen 
 
has participated in the Seminar "International Trade Law" from 17/10/1997 till 19/10/1997 
organised by EL§A-Bremen e.V. 
 
The venue had the following topics: 
- International Conventions 
-  Protection of human rights in the EU in combination with the banana regulation 
- Regulation of risk and bank finance 
- arbitration 
- legal developments in times of economical globalisation 
- branch specific self regulation. 
 
Bremen, 31/11/1997 
 
Ina Seidel 
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English Translation 
 
 
Universität Hamburg 
 
Law Faculty I 
 
 
ZRVI 
 
Centre for legal and administrative information technology 
Johnsallee 68, 20146 Hamburg 
 
 

Certificate of Attendance 
 
 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen has participated in the compact course  
 

HTML-Workshsop 
- Web Publishing in the world wide web 

 
on 02/04 and 09/04.1997 with due success. 
 
Hamburg, 09/04/1997 Universität Hamburg. 
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English Translation 
 
 

Industry and Commerce Chamber in Lübeck 
 

Certificate 
 
Mr. stud. jur. Henning Matthiesen has in the course of his juridical education fulfilled an intern-
ship in the time of 06/01/1997 until 14/02/1997 in the industry and commerce chamber in 
Lübeck. 
 
Lübeck, 14/02/1997 
 
Industry and Commerce Chamber in Lübeck 
Department law and finance 
 
Hermann 
Syndicus 
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English Translation 
 
 
Deutsche Bank Lübeck 
corporation 
 
former Handelsbank 
 
 

Certificate 
 

 
Mr. stud. jur. Henning Matthiesen, born 09/06/1972, living Jahnstraße 20 in 23858 Reinfeld 
acted from 14/10/1996 until 22/11/1996 in our legal department. 
 
 
He has attended the assigned tasks in due course of this level of education. 
 
Lübeck, 17/02/19972           Deutsche Bank Lübeck AG 
R/S vF/n               former Handelsbank 
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English Translation 
 
 
The President of the hanseatic higher country court 
 
 
Filenumber 2210 E - 3 s /232           Hamburg, 12/11/1996 
 
 
Certificate as to the participation in the deepening internship pursuant § 6 V JAO. 
 
 
Stud. jur.          Henning Matthiesen 
 
born           09/06/1972 
 
 
has participated in the time from  29/07/1996 until 29/09/1996   
 
in the internship and in an accompanying working group (§ 6 V-VI JAO) 
 
He took part in the internship   at the Bezirksamt Wandsbek, Legal department, Am alten 
            Posthaus 2, 22041 Hamburg. 
 
Trainer          Mr. Schultz, LRD 
 
Educational Focus      Economic Administration (V) 
 
on behalf 
 
Birske 
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English Translation 
 
Universität Hamburg 
law faculty I 
 
Seminar for public law and state science of the Universität Hamburg 
Schlüterstraße 28 
20146 Hamburg 
 

Certificate 
in the electoral focus owing to § 3 III JAO  

 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen has successfully participated in summer semester 1996 in my lecture on envi-
ronmental law (Umweltrecht). A written assignment was assessed upper satisfactory ("vollbefriedigend" 10 
Points), a written based presentation was assessed upper satisfactory (11 Points). 
 
Hamburg, 16/07/1996     E. Pache 
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English Translation 
Universität Hamburg 
law faculty I 
 
Seminar for public law and state science of the Universität Hamburg 
Schlüterstraße 28 
20146 Hamburg 
 

Certificate over the successful participation of exercises with written assignments 
 

Mr. Henning Matthiesen, Matriculation-Number 474 8421 has participated in the assessment in public law 
for advanced students in the winter semester 1995/1996 and scored in the take-home exam the result 
upper-satisfactory (11 Points) and in the written test upper-satisfactory (11 Points). 
 
Hamburg, 04/04/1996 Prof. Dr. Selmer 
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English Translation 
Free University of Berlin 
Law faculty 

Certificate 
 
 
Mr. stud. jur. Henning MATTHIESEN has successfully participated in summer semester 1994 in an exercise for 
civil law for advanced students. The performance is assessed as follows: 
 
Take-home exam 12 Points ("upper satisfactory"), written tests 12 Points ("upper-satisfactory") 
 
Berlin, 11/07/1994 
 
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Prölss 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Free University of Berlin 
law faculty 

Certificate 
 

 
Mr. stud. jur.  Henning Matthiesen has participated in summer-semester 1994 in an assessment of German Legal 
History. Take home exam "upper-satisfactory" (11 Points), written test "satisfactory" (8 Points) 
 
Berlin, 19/10/1994 
 
Wiss. Ass. Dr. Andreas Fijal 
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English Translation 
 
 
Arhur D. Little 
 
 
23/04/1993 
 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen c/o Just Lichtenberger Straße 30 
0-1020 Berlin 
 
Dear Mr. Matthiesen, 
 
hereby we acknowledge your appointment as advisory agent in the Berlin branch of Arthur D. Little Interna-
tional. Your primary services are the operation of telephone central, the fax machine, welcome of visitors, post 
circulation, copying and deposit station of journals etc. 
 
The remuneration is DM 15 pro hour. A maximum workload of 20 hours per week is designated. Mrs. Rühl-
Weidinger is responsible for the concrete work; a weekly assignment has to be prepared by her. 
 
All the works are strictly confidential. 
 
You will be paid owing to the income tax receipt, the matriculation number and owing to the ADL-Time-Cards. 
 
Provided that you are comfortable with the abovementioned consultancy elements, we beg you to resend the 
copy of this draft agreement to be sent to ADL. 
 
Best Regards 
 
Arthur D. Little International, INC. 
 
Dr.-ing. Werner Knetsch 
Geschäftsführer 
WK/erw 
 
letter in double copy. 
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English Translation 
 

Thomas-Mann-Schule Lübeck 
City grammar school for boys and girls 

 
Certificate  

of the universal university readiness 
 

Henning Matthiesen 
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2nd page of the certificate of universal university readiness 
Mr. Henning Torsten M a t t h i e s e n 
born on 09/06/1972 in Düsseldorf 
living in Groß Grönau 
 
visited the higher grade of the grammar school and underwent the abitur assessment. 
 
I. Results owing to the overall number 
 
1. Basic Courses 
Subject Number of courses Points Point sum 
German 4 13-13-13-13 52 
English    
French    
Latin    
    
    
Art 2 11-08 19 
    
History 3 11-11-12 34 
Geography    
Mathematics 2 13-14 27 
Physics 4 14-14-13-14 54 
Chemistry 3 14-14-15 43 
Biology    
Religion    
Philosophy    
Sport 1 13 13 
Legal 1 15 15 
    
            Overall assessment out of 20 basic courses   257 
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3rd page of the certificate of universal university readiness from 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen 
 
2. Performance courses (except those of the final semester) 
Subject Points (single assessment) Point sum single/triple assessment 
Geography 13 - 12 - 12 37 - 111 
Latin 11 - 12- 13 36 - 108 
 Sum out of 6 performance courses 219 
 Study work or 2 performance 

courses out of the final semester 
24 

 Points owing to 6 performance 
courses and the study work or 2 
performance courses out of the final 
semester  

243 

 
3. Abitur assessment (including the courses of the final semester) 
 
Subject Points out of final semes-

ter 
Assessment result (four-
fold measured) 

Point in subject 

Geography 12 44 56 
Latin 12 48 60 
Chemistry 14 44 58 
History 13 56 69 
  Points of the abitur as-

sessment 
243 

 
4. Overall Performance 
Overall Points 743 
Average Grade 1,5 (very good) 
 
II. Additional Results extra the overall performance (single assessment) 
Subject Number of courses Point scored 
Philosophy 2 11, 12 
Sport 3 13, 13, 11 
Legal 1 12 
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III. Foreign languages scoreboard 
 
1. foreign language 
English from 5th form till 10th form 
 
2. foreign language 
Latin from 7th form till 13th form 
 
3. foreign language 
French from 9th form till 11th form 
 
IV. Remarks 
This certificate complements the great latinum owing to cultural ministrys' conclusion of 26/10/1979. 
 
Mr. Henning Matthiesen did pass the abitur assessment and owns the facility to study in an university in the Bundes-
republik Deutschland including Berlin (West). 
 
Lübeck, 08/06/1991 
The head of the abitur commission 
 
Headmaster                  Tutor 
Rossi                     Schulze Hockenbeck 
 
This certificate is based upon: 
- Grade owing toe ordinance of the KMK from 07/07/1972: 
Notes 1 (very good) 2 (good) 3 (satisfactory) 4 (adequate) 
Points 15 - 14 - 13 12 - 11 - 10 9 - 8 - 7 6 - 5 - 4 
 
Notes 5 (deficient) 6 (unsatisfactory) 
Points 3 - 2 - 1 0 
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English Translation 
 
Grammar School "Tulliano" in Arpino (Frosinone) certifies, that Henning Matthiesen, Thomas Mann Grammar 
School, Lübeck (Germany) has participated in the Certamen Ciceronianum Arpinas. 
 
The President of the Commission 
Prof. Scevola 
 
Arpino, 17/05/1991  
 


